Hi - how we miss all of you!  We hope you got the weekend to recover and had at least a few hours
off to rest!
I heard wonderful things (and saw a great video) from the final night and boy did it look like things
stayed fun until the end. I still keep re-playing the final night and the band reveal in my head and it
was EXACTLY how I pictured it to be and the exact reaction from the attendees we were hoping for
and we have you to thank for making our vision come to life.
Our partners and spouses seemed to have really enjoyed the tours (even climbing over the fence ;)
and the dinner venues. It was fun and different!
Your attention to detail, patience, follow through and execution is far beyond any other DMC we
have ever work with in the past. There was not a question unanswered or a detail left to be decided
as you made sure everything was confirmed, final and set prior to the start of everything. You were
all a step ahead of us and made everything flow flawlessly and we were able to feel calm and trusting
(which as you know we have never felt before)!
We have never had our people move so seamlessly in an orderly fashion as they did in Berlin. The
departures for Tours and Dinners were literally a dream for us..never have we had our people on a
bus on time!!
Working with you all was so much fun and so enjoyable for us and we just wish we could take you
with us to each city we go to in the future. It will be close to impossible to find another DMC to
match your level and quality of service. Like I said when we were together, you guys are like
genes..you never sleep, show up everywhere and make the visions come true.
It was a true pleasure getting to work with you and get to know you all. Clearly we are more than
happy to serve as a reference for Camonsite..people would be wrong to go with anyone else in
Germany!
All the best from us to you!
Natalie, Sarah, Lauren, Colleen and Kelley
Natalie Brenner
Meeting Planning Group
Spencer Stuart Chicago Corporate

